Intrusion Alarm System
The oldest form of Elecronic Security – commonly known as Burglar Alarm. CCTV and Door Access were
rarely heard of then. Needless to say, the earliest security systems installed by us back in 1979 were
Burglar Alarms.
It is typically consisted of a control panel, door/window contact, motion detector, panic button,
siren/strode and arm/disarm keypad. When intrusion is detected via opening of doors or windows or
movement within motion detector range during arm state, the system will activate to sound the
siren/strode and send a SMS or PUSH notification to selected users.
For high security sites like bank, jewellery and utilities, the system needs to be monitored by Central
Monitoring Station (CMS) where operator will inform key-holders or Police of alarm activation for
necessary response. Most system now offer some form of automation function to control turning on/off
light, blind, garage shutter, etcs.
Ace Electronic offer a full suite of systems from Satel to cater to all requirement ranging from advance
Integra panel for big premises to Versa for medium size system and Perfecta for smaller size system.

INTEGRA
INTEGRA control panel are modern and advanced devices enabling
construction of state-of-the-art Security solution, but also access control
and smart building systems. Our solutions work perfectly in security
systems of high-risk facilities like banks, military objects, offices
handling confidential documents or jewellery stores. Our solutions are
perfectly suited for security systems of houses and apartments,
combining security, comfort and energy efficiency.
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VERSA
VERSA control panels are specially designed to for medium-size installations in apartments and small houses, as
well as in small offices and commercial buildings.
They are reliable, flexible and versatile - this is how you
can briefly describe the security alarm systems based on
the VERSA control panels
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using a cable), as well as with those which use remote or
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combines the properties of wired and wireless systems.
In addition, the VERSA series control panels can work
using different arming modes, which enables operation
of the system devices to be customized to the needs
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VERSA use Ethm or GSM-GRPS module for Internet connection and for remote monitoring and control using
mobile app.
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Design of the PERFECTA control panel allows you to build
a wired or wireless system, offering all the functionality
needed in small and medium-sized buildings. Both zone
expanders and output expanders can be connected to the
control panel, thus increasing the number of supported
devices. It is a simple and reliable way for a quick
expansion of the system.
Simple configuration, intuitive operation and easy control
- these features characterize an alarm system based on
the PERFECTA control panels.
PERFECTA 32-IP/LTE WRL, is design makes it possible to
create a wireless or hybrid installation.
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PERFECTA use IP or GSM/GPRS connection for remote
monitoring and control.
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